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Amazon forest fire information in english

Joao LAET/AFP/Getty Images Record-breaking wildfires rip through the Amazon - the ecosystem on which the whole world depends. The Verge will update this site with news and fire analysis and the effects that could be maintained once ASH has settled. Table of contents: Why is the Amazon on fire? In 2019, an unprecedented number of wildfires raged across Brazil, which
escalated further in August. This month, the state's National Institute for Space Research (INPE) reported that there were more than 80,000 fires, the highest ever recorded. That was a nearly 80 percent jump compared to the number of fires the state experienced in the same time period in 2018. More than half of these fires took place in the Amazon. The number of fires fell in
September after President Jair Bolsonaro hinged in mounting pressure to deal with the flames and announced a 60-day ban on lighting fires on clean land. Some exceptions have been made for indigenous peoples who feed on agriculture and for those who have received permission from environmental authorities to use controlled burning to prevent major fires. There is no doubt
that this rise in fire activity is linked to the sharp rise in forestry These are deliberate fires for forest wash, says Cathelijne Stoof, coordinator of the Fire Centre at Wageningen University (WUR) in the Netherlands, for the Verge. People want to get rid of the forest, to make farmland, to make people eat meat. INPE found that in 2019, the 2019 shingles in the Brazilian Amazon hit an
11-year high. There is no doubt that this rise in fire activity is linked to a sharp rise in thickening, paulo Artaxo, an atmospheric physicist at the University of São Paulo, told Science Magazine. He explained that fires are spreading along the boundaries of new agricultural development, which is often seen in fires linked to the forest clearing. The administration of President Jair
Bolsonar, who has pledged to open up Amazon for more development, has turned its attention away from the shing-it-in. Bolsonaro initially pointed the finger at NGOs who opposed his policy, claiming they deliberately set fires in protest, without giving evidence to question his claim. In August, he fired the director of the National Space Research Institute over a dispute over data
he published showing a sharp uptick in the shremination that has taken place since Bolsonaro took office. On 20 April 2010, The Brazilian Environment Minister Ricardo Salles 1000 000 000 000 00 But even during the dry season, large fires are not a natural phenomenon in the Amazonian tropical ecosystem. Image copyright CARL DE SOUZA/AFP/Getty Images Why is this a big
deal? Everyone on the planet benefits from the health of the Amazon. When his trees take carbon dioxide and release oxygen, Amazon plays a major role in pulling greenhouse gases that heat the planet out of the atmosphere. Without it, climate change accelerates. However, as the world's largest rainforest eats logging, mining and agri-food, it may not be able to provide the
same buffer. Amazon has been buying for some time that it will no longer buy, Carlos Quesada, a scientist at the Brazilian National Institute for Amazon Research, told Public Radio International in 2018. Scientists warn that the rainforest could reach a bridling point and turn into something more like a savannah when it can no longer sustain it like a rainforest. That would mean he
can't wet almost as much carbon as he does now. And if the Amazon, as we know it, dies, it wouldn't go quietly. As trees and plants die, they would release billions of tonnes of carbon that has been stored for decades - making it almost impossible to escape a climate catastrophe. Everyone on the planet benefits from the health of the Amazon Of course those closest to the fires
will have the most immediate effects. The smoke from the fire was so bad that on August 20th in São Paulo, the day turned into a night. Residents say air quality is still making breathing difficult. In addition, a large-scale global study on air pollution has shown that among the dozen countries it has spotted, Brazil has shown one of the sharpest increases in mortality rates when
there is more soot in the air. And since fire is not a natural phenomenon in the region, it can have more effects on local plants and animals. One in 10 of all species on Earth is called an Amazon home, and experts expect to be dramatically affected by the fires in the short term. In the Amazon, plants and animals are extremely vulnerable to fire, Jos Barlow, a professor of
conservation science at Lancaster University in the UK, said in an email to The Verge. Barlow says even low-intensity fires with a fire that is only 30 inches high can kill up to half of the trees burned in the tropical rainforest. Why is this a politically hot topic? When Jair Bolsonaro was running for the position of candidate from the far right, he called for the Amazon to be used for
indigenous tribes and to preserve less land, instead making it easier for the industry to get into the rainforest. Since his election in October 2018, Bolsonaro has placed the Department of Agriculture on the jurisdiction to demarcate indigenous territories instead of the Justice Department, essentially allowing the fox to take over the chicken coop, one lawmaker believes. His policies
have been politically popular among industry and agricultural interests in Brazil, though they have been condemned by Brazilian environmental groups and opposition lawmakers. Hundreds of indigenous women stormed the country's capital on August 13 to protest Bolsonaro's environmental comebacks and interventions in development in indigenous lands. She blew up
#PrayforAmazonia on Twitter. Indigenous August 13, 2019 Photo: Tuane Fernandes/Picture Alliance via Getty Images About 60 percent of the Amazon can be found on Brazil's borders, giving the nation a major influence over the region. Not surprisingly, the fires have drawn international attention to the amazon's inexorence and have heated Bolson's environmental policies.
French President Emmanuel Macron took to Twitter to take a call for action and launched emergency international talks on Amazon at the G7 summit. Seven of the world's largest economies offered more than $22 million in aid to Brazil on August 26 to help it control the fires. Bolsonaro immediately rejected the money, accusing Macron on Twitter of behaving like a colony with
Brazil. Some in Brazil, including Bolsonaro, see international aid as an attack on Brazil's sovereignty and its right to decide how to manage land within its borders. Allowing the fox to take over President Donald Trump's hen house, on the other hand, has congratulated Bolson for handling the fires. He works very the Amazon fires and is doing an excellent job for the people of Brazil
in every way, he tweeted on 27 May. Bolsonaro has since said he will consider a deal until Macron takes back his insults and Brazil has control over how the money is spent. 27, Bolsonaro accepted $12.2 million in aid from the United Kingdom. Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro Photo credit to EVARISTO SA/AFP/Getty Images How is the fire fighting? After weeks of international
and internal pressure, Bolsonaro deployed troops to fight the fires on August 24 and sent 44,000 troops to six countries. Reuters reported the next day that warplanes were burning down the flames. This is a complicated operation. We have many challenges, says Paulo Barroso Verge. Barroso is chairman of the National Forest Fire Management Board of the National League of
Military Firefighters Corps in Brazil. For three decades, he battled wildfires in Mato Gross, one of the regions hardest hit by the fires. According to Barroso, more than 10,400 firefighters scattered tanks across 5.5 million square miles in the Amazon and hotspots are set up in locations they can't cover. We do not have an adequate structure to prevent, control and combat forest
fires, and Barroso needs more equipment and infrastructure to properly combat the flames. There are 778 municipalities across the Amazon, but according to Barroso, there are only 110 fire services. We do not have an adequate structure to prevent, control and combat forest fires, says Barroso. In the Amazon, it wants to establish a forest fire protection system that will bring
together government entities, indigenous peoples, local communities, the military, large businesses, NGOs and educational and research centres. We need to include everything, says Barroso, adding: We need money to do so, we need a big investment to do so. Barroso and other experts agree that it is important to look ahead to prevent the fires as we see them now. After all,
August is just the beginning of Brazil's largely coated fire season, when sucking and burning in the land peaks and coincides with dry weather. Military firefighters in Brazil, August 2019 Photo credit should read SERGIO LIMA/AFP/Getty Images Controlled burns are also a popular shinge technique in other countries where the Amazon is burning, including Bolivia. There, the
government brought in a modified Boeing 747 supertanker to get the flames off. Using planes to exorcise fires in the Amazon is not a typical method of firefighting in tropical forests, and will be absolutely expensive, says Jos Barlow of Lancaster University. He says large-scale fires in areas cleared by the shre were most extensive with widespread outbreaks of fires created by
bulldozers - not easy in remote regions. If fires enter the forest itself, they require a different tactic. They can usually be held back by cleaning up narrow fire breaks in leaf littering and fine fuel, says Barlow. But this is labour-intensive on high scales, and fires must be achieved soon before they are too large. Fires that have been deliberately set off, as we see in Brazil, can be even
harder to control compared to a sudden wildfire. They are designed to be deliberately destructive, says Timothy Ingalsbee, co-founder and executive director of Firefighters United for Safety, Ethics, and an ecological-research fellow at the University of Oregon. Sucking before burning produces a lot of very dry, highly flammable fuel. And to this extent, Ingalsbee called the fires an
act of global vandalism. Barlow says: The best fire-fighting technique in the Amazon is to prevent them in the first place - by controlling shrinkage and managing agricultural activities. Cathelijne Stoof of WUR agrees: Fighting fires is now of course important, he says. In the long run, it's much more important to focus on the shing-off.
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